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Background: Reputation matters for firms

• Firms care for reputation of responsibility / 
fear negative publicity

• Reputational damage can result in loss of clients; 
investors; employees; community support

• Social license; stakeholder relations

Ø Can regulators use reputation as an incentive for 
compliance?



Overview

• Shaming, and regulatory shaming

• Examples

• Working mechanisms and conditions

• Empirical evidence for compliance effects

• Empirical research in the size of reputational damage

• Conclusion 





Can regulators use reputation as an incentive for compliance?

Strategic use of publicity on individual firms as an enforcement tool

Regulatory shaming: 

‘Any intentional publication, by regulatory agencies in the executive branch, 
of information regarding companies’ misbehavior that is designed to 
convey a normatively negative message to the public, for a regulatory 
purpose’  (Yadin 2019)



From regulatory disclosure to regulatory shaming: a continuum

• Transparancy and Right-to-Know

• Information-based regulation

• Naming and shaming: social norms; intentionally punitive

Ø Naming offenders can trigger shaming by third parties



Transparancy at EPA

• Next Generation Compliance Strategic Plan 2014-2017 







Working mechanisms: shaming and compliance

1. General deterrence: fear of reputational damage
2. Specific deterrence/repair: shareholders and stakeholders exercise pressure
3. Reminder and reassurance towards complying firms: regulatory legitimacy 
4. Moral education: expressing shared expectations about appropriate behavior

 



Conditions

• Information on violations reaches the audience
• Offending behavior generates public disapproval and response
• Offenders care about their reputations
• Offenders have the capacity to comply



Compliance effect: the evidence -1

Tax shaming: natural experiments

• Norway: 2001: introduction digital tax database: +3% (Slemrod et al 2013)

• Slovenia: 2012: business tax debtors: +8.5% (Dwenger & Treber 2018)

• US: informing neighbors stimulates compliance smaller debtors (Perez-Truglio
& Troiano 2018 )

Ø Warning; repair time; capability matter

Source: Dwenger & Treber 2018)



Compliance effect: the evidence 2

Food hygiene: improvement of firms sensitive to shaming (Bavorova et al 2017)

EPA Toxic Release Inventory: Media coverage reduces toxic emissions by 
29% compared to firms not receiving publicity (Campa 2018)

OSHA press releases provide general deterrence to peer firms: 1 press 
release = 40 OSHA inspections!

Ø Deterrence works independent from consumer/citizen effect
Ø Media coverage matters



Does shaming induce reputational damage?

• Studies find significant reputational sanctions for corporate fraud and bribery 
(Desai et al 2006; Armour et al 2011; Johnson et al 2014; Gatzert 2015; Sampath et al 2018) 

• Reputational sanctions for environmental violations are insignificant 
• (Karpoff 2005; 2012; Armour et al 2011; Groening & Kanuri 2013). 

• Not all sparks light a fire: Reputational sanctions are unevenly distributed 
between types of offenses and types of firms (Karpoff 2012; Carberry et al 2018; 
Doronbantu et al 2017). 

• Media coverage and framing of the message are more important than severity 
or frequency of offenses (King & Soule 2007; Breitiger & Bonardi 2017 )



Procedural safeguards 

Prevention of disproportional reputational damage

• Timing

• Neutrality

• At tension with expectations of a ‘moral’ message



Conclusion: naming and shaming as a compliance strategy?

• Shaming is likely to positively influence compliance

• Working mechanism: threat of reputational damage. for those sensitive to shame

• Media publicity increases the effect

• A powerful, but unpredictable and risky instrument – its power is also a weakness
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